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Abstract: For AC networks with large amounts of induction generators - in case of e.g. windmills - the paper demonstrates a significant discrepancy in the simulated voltage recovery after faults in weak networks, when comparing result obtained with dynamic stability programs and transient programs, respectively with and without a model of the mechanical shaft. The reason for the discrepancies are explained, and it is shown that the phenomenon is due partly to the presence of DC offset currents in the induction machine stator, and partly to the mechanical shaft system of the windturbine and the generator rotor. It is shown that it is possible to include a transient model in dynamic stability programs and thus obtain correct results also in dynamic stability programs. A mechanical model of the shaft system has also been included in the generator model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Wind power has gained importance in Denmark over the last years, and in the years to come it is going to play an even more important role in the electric power supply. In the east Danish power system the expected installed capacity in the year 2008 is approx. 1000 MW, and the long term perspective is above 2000 MW in the year 2030, primarily in the form of new off-shore wind farms.

Preliminary studies using a dynamic stability program have indicated, that the combination of a weak AC network and a high amount of power from the windmills will make voltage collapse the predominant dimensioning factor in this region in the years to come. However, recent investigations have indicated, that exactly the induction generator models in dynamic stability programs have a flaw, which may be of importance, when used in connection with windmills.

II. RESULTS

A full transient model of an induction generator - including a representation of the stator DC offset - and with a shaft model has been implemented in the dynamic stability program PSS/E. Comparative simulations have been performed using the same network and simulating the same event, but using four different induction generator models:

1) a dynamic model with a shaft model,
2) a transient model with a shaft model,
3) a dynamic model with a lumped rotor mass, and
4) a transient model with a lumped rotor mass.

The simulation results are shown in Fig. 1.

As can be seen the results for the cases 3 and 4 (with lumped rotating masses) are almost identical. The results for the cases 1 and 2 (with shaft models) are however remarkable. They differ both from each other and from the results obtained with the lumped mass models.

The oscillation in the machine terminal voltage is caused by the mechanical oscillation of the small generator rotor against the larger inertia of the windturbine. The presence of these oscillations in the AC voltages means that the mechanical shaft oscillation may excite other modes of oscillation in the rest of the AC system; e.g. power oscillations which normally have low frequencies.

III. CONCLUSIONS

Investigations have shown that stator DC offset in an induction machine is significant for a correct representation of the rotor speed and thereby also for reactive power consumption and machine terminal voltage. Investigation have also shown that the shaft of a windmill has a significant impact on the dynamic behaviour of the windmill. This is due to the fact that the reactive consumption of an induction machine is dependant on rotor speed.

The results clearly show that windmill induction generator models should have both a representation of the mechanical shaft and of the stator transients such as DC offset in order to produce reliable simulation results in dynamic simulation programs.
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